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Jodrell Bank

Jodrell Bank Observatory is part of 
the University of Manchester’s School 
of Physics and Astronomy.

The Observatory is home to the iconic 
Lovell Telescope, and three other 
telescopes (the ‘Mark II’, the ‘42ft’ 
and the ‘7m) as well as hosting 
eMERLIN, the UK’s National Radio 
Astronomy Facility.



Outline of the Lecture

• Introduction to antennas and radiation

• Antenna Parameters

• Antenna Matching

• Radiation and Propagation

• Antenna Arrays

• Ultra wideband Antennas

• Cross Octagonal Ring Array Antenna (C-ORA) design, 

modelling and measurements



Some Antenna History

• 1873 – James Clerk Maxwell

• 1886 - Heinrich Rudolph Hertz

• 1894 - Guglielmo Marconi 

• 1901 – First transmission across the Atlantic



Some Antenna History

1905 Marconi Station at Poldhu -Cornwall, England.



What is an antenna?

An antenna (plural antennas), or aerial, is a device for coupling energy from a
source of radio frequency energy into a transmitting medium, which is normally
air.

An antenna is also a device that can absorb electromagnetic energy emitted in
free space and efficiently deliver it to a connected receiver. When reciprocity
applies, then the antenna functions equally when used as part of a receiving or
a transmitting system. An antenna can be used to transmit energy, receive
energy, or both depending on the design of the radar or RF system.

The "IEEE Standard Definitions of Terms for Antennas" (IEEE STD-145)
represents a consistent and comprehensive vocabulary suited for the effective
communication and understanding of antenna theory. General use of these
definitions of terms would eliminate much of the wide-spread inconsistency
concerning antenna characteristics, particularly with regard to the basic
parameters of gain, beamwidth, polarisation and efficiency.

By the way, insects have antennae 



Antenna Representation





Waveguide horn  antenna E field via Maxwell2D 

Electric field animation Time-averaged   Poynting vector

The direction in which energy is travelling at any instant is 
proportional to the cross product of the electric and magnetic 
fields, known as the Poynting vector. The arrows show the 
direction of the Poynting vector averaged over the simulation, 
while the colours show its strength.



Antenna Representation



Monopole on ground plane

Monopole and dipoles  

Dipole

TV array
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Mobile Phone antennas [Apple iphone 6]

Near field 
communication 
protocol



A microstrip-fed slot antenna was designed using 
Antenna Magus for the following specifications:

5 GHz centre frequency

50 Ω input impedance

FR4 substrate, ε = 4.35, height = 1.5mm

Calculated 3-D radiation pattern

Microstrip-Fed Slot Antenna 



Folded Slot Antenna

Slotted Waveguide antenna

Slot Antennas 



Slot Array Antennas 
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Reflector antennas



Electric field animation Time-averaged Poynting vector

Reflector antenna simulation  via Maxwell2D 

Feedhorn 

Blockage
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Antennas

Antennas – airborne and naval



This is an animation of the component of the 
electric field out of the plane of the page

The direction in which energy is travelling at any 
instant is proportional to the cross product of the 
electric and magnetic fields, known as the Poynting 
vector. The arrows show the direction of the Poynting 
vector averaged over the simulation, while the colours 
show its strength.

Array antennas

Electric field animation Time-averaged Poynting vector



Array Antennas 

HAARP research station outside Gakona in Alaska carried out lunar echo
measurements at 7.4075 MHZ .The HAARP radar antenna array was “phased”
to point about 45 degrees away from the zenith, in order to track and directly
illuminate the moon. The radar operating at 3.6 MW, was used to transmit
pulses two seconds in length every five seconds over a period of two hours
each day, one hour at each frequency.



Pictures of antennas 
Monopole
Dipole
TV array
Phone antenna
Antennas antenna
Jodrell Bank
Mile array

The Very Large Array, one of the world's premier astronomical radio observatories, consists of 27 
radio antennas in a Y-shaped configuration on the Plains of San Agustin fifty miles west of Socorro, 
New Mexico. Each antenna is 25 meters (82 feet) in diameter. The data from the antennas is 
combined electronically to give the resolution of an antenna 36km (22 miles) across, with the 
sensitivity of a dish 130 meters (422 feet) in diameter.



The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project is an international effort to build the world’s largest radio 
telescope, with a square kilometre (one million square metres) of collecting area. The Square 
Kilometre Array (SKA) is a radio telescope project that will be built in Australia and South Africa. It 
will have a total collecting area of approximately one square kilometre. It will operate over a wide 
range of frequencies and its size will make it 50 times more sensitive than any other radio 
instrument. It will require very high performance central computing engines and long-haul links 
with a capacity greater than the current global Internet traffic. It will be able to survey the sky 
more than ten thousand times faster than ever before.



Дуга [Duga]Soviet Over the Horizon Radar Antenna

The first experimental system, Duga, was built outside Mykolaiv in Ukraine, successfully 

detecting rocket launches from Baikonur Cosmodrome at 2,500 kilometers. This was followed 

by the prototype Duga, built on the same site, which was able to track launches from the far 

east and submarines in the Pacific Ocean as the missiles flew towards Novaya Zemlya. Both 

of these radar systems were aimed east and were fairly low power, but with the concept 

proven, work began on an operational system. The new Duga-1 systems used a transmitter 

and receiver separated by about 60 km. Each pulse was eventually identified as a 31-bit 

pseudo-random binary sequence, with a bit-width of 100 μs resulting in a 3.1 ms pulse. This 

sequence is usable for a 100 μs chirped pulse amplification system, giving a resolution of 

15 km.



Wideband Effective Area of a Linear  Isotropic 

Array Antenna 
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Space Based Synthetic Aperture Radar 

SIR-C/X-SAR radar on 
board the Space Shuttle 
Endeavour shows the 
Teide volcano. The city 
of Santa Cruz de 
Tenerife is visible as the 
purple and white area 
on the lower right edge 
of the island. Lava 
flows at the summit 
crater appear in shades 
of green and brown, 
while vegetation zones 
appear as areas of 
purple, green and 
yellow on the volcano's 
flanks.



Radomes



Polarisation

The polarisation of an antenna is the orientation of the transmitted (or 
received) electric field (E field).  The optimum polarisation for a system 
depends on the polarisation of other antennas in the system. It is important to 
match polarisations for transmit and receive antennas. 

An infinite number of polarisations exist, but the most common are linear, 
elliptical and circular.  

For a linear antenna three possibilities generally are seen vertical, horizontal 
and slant linear.  

Circular polarisation is generally given as right hand circular polarisation 
(RHCP) or left hand circular polarisation (LHCP).  



Polarization



Polarisation states

Linear vertical Linear horizontal

Circular right hand Circular left hand 

http://sv1bsx.50webs.com/antenna-pol/polarization.html



Polarisation

Polarisation generation

A circularly polarised wave 

can be generated by  equal 

amplitude  vertical and 

horizontal waves that are 90 

degrees out of phase 



Antenna standard terms

DIRECTIVITY. 
The value of the directive gain in the direction of its maximum value.

GAIN dBi 
The gain expressed in decibels relative to an isotropic radiator that is linearly 
polarised.
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The directivity, D, of an antenna is the maximum value of its directive gain. Directive 

gain is represented as D(,f)and compares the radiation intensity (power per unit 

solid angle) U(,f) that an antenna creates in a particular direction against the 

average value over all directions:

Here  and f are the standard spherical coordinate angles, U(,f) is the radiation 

intensity, which is the power density per unit solid angle, and Ptot is the total 

radiated power. The quantities U(,f) and Ptot satisfy the relation:

that is, the total radiated power Ptot is the power per unit solid angle U(,f) 

integrated over a spherical surface. Since there are 4p steradians on the surface of 
a sphere, the quantity Ptot/4p represents the average power per unit solid angle.

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡 =   𝑈 sin𝜃 𝑑𝜃𝑑φ

𝜃=𝜋

𝜃=0

𝜑=2𝜋

𝜑=0

 

Antenna directivity



Antenna directivity

Directivity is similar to gain, but the resistive losses are not included.

The directive gain of an antenna is given by

maximum radiation intensity

GD = -----------------------------------

average radiation intensity

where 

QA = azimuth 3dB beamwidth

QE = elevation 3dB beamwidth

 

EA

DG
QQ


.

4p



Antenna gain

The gain of an antenna is expressed in dB, 10log10(numerical gain), which is 

generally referenced to an isotropic radiator and expressed as dBi.  The gain 

expressed for an antenna is generally the maximum or peak gain.  

The gain of an antenna is defined as 

where

D = directivity

h = efficiency

Aeff = antenna effective aperture

Note that the gain of an antenna also includes contribution due to resistive losses 

within the antenna and this gives rise to the alternative concept of directivity.

effADG .
4

2

p
h 



Antenna standard terms

RADIATION PATTERN or ANTENNA PATTERN. 

A graphical representation of radiation properties of the antenna as a
function of space coordinates. In the usual case the radiation pattern is
determined in the far-field region and is represented as a function of
directional coordinates. Radiation properties include power flux density, field
strength, phase, and polarisation.
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Radiation or Antenna patterns

May be plotted as either polar plots or linear plots



Main Lobe the predominant energy radiation 

pattern containing the maximum power

Side lobe - The energy radiated at lobes other that 

the main lobe on boresight is termed the side-lobe 

or side-lobes. The maximum side-lobe level is 

often dictated by the regulatory bodies for transmit 

antennas that could interfere with other systems if 

the side-lobe levels were excessive. 

Back lobe the predominant energy radiation 

pattern opposite to the main lobe

Front-to-back ratio- Often listed in dB, this 

specification is the difference between the peak 

gain of the antenna and the radiation in the back 

of the antenna (often 180 from the peak of the 

beam).

A low level of side-lobes and back-lobes is 

important to reduce the cross coupled energy 

which could saturate the receiver and reduce 

reflections from structures behind the antenna.

Radiation or Antenna patterns
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Antenna Bandwidth

An antenna will radiate energy over a defined bandwidth. 

This is sometimes defined as that bandwidth where the input voltage standing 

wave ratio (VSWR) is 2:1. Most antennas possess a fractional bandwidth which is 

defined by the expression where

Fh = the highest frequency limit (-3dB below maximum of the power spectral 

density envelope) 

Fl= is the lowest frequency limit (-3dB below maximum of the power spectral 

density envelope) 

 ( )
( )lh

lh

FF

FF
B




 .2



Antenna input impedance

An antenna can be viewed as a means of transferring power from a circuit to
free space which has a nominal impedance of 377Ω. Almost all antennas have
an input impedance which is frequency dependent and this limits the
bandwidth of operation.

Some travelling wave antennas and self-complementary structures that are
physically large compared with a wavelength can have a wide range of
operating frequencies over which the circuit characteristics are relatively
constant, but in general, smaller antennas support a standing wave of current
and consequently display multiple resonance characteristics.

Most often the antenna will be used in a limited range of frequencies around a
well defined centre frequency. In this case, the antenna impedance can often
be adequately modelled by a simple series or parallel RLC circuit.

It is important to optimise the input impedance of the antenna with respect to
the components connected to it in order to achieve maximum power transfer
in the case of a transmitter or best noise figure in the case of a receiver



Antenna Impedance Representation



Antenna input impedance

Antenna Magus analysis of corner reflector backed dipole



Antenna input reflection coefficient

Antenna Magus analysis of corner reflector backed dipole



Antenna input impedance Smith Chart

Antenna Magus analysis of corner reflector backed dipole



Antenna radiation pattern

Antenna Magus analysis of corner reflector backed dipole



Antenna standard terms

EFFECTIVE AREA OF AN ANTENNA. 
In a given direction, the ratio of power available at the terminals of a receiving 
antenna to the power per unit area of a plane wave incident on the antenna 
from that direction, polarized coincident with the polarization that the antenna 
would radiate.

ANTENNA APERTURE. 
A surface, near or on an antenna, on which it is convenient to make 
assumptions regarding the field values for the purpose of computing fields at 
external points. The aperture is often taken as that portion of a plane surface 
near the antenna, perpendicular to the direction of maximum radiation, through 
which the major part of the radiation passes.



Ultra-wideband antennas

Most antennas are comparatively narrow band, in the order of <30%,  however 
there are applications where bandwidths greater than 100% are required and 
this poses a real challenge for the antenna designer. Ultrawideband is defined as 
a technology for which the signal bandwidth is greater than 500MHz or 20% of 
the fractional bandwidth. Very often these systems use time domain based 
architectures.

Typical ultra wideband applications are

UWB radio communications

Ground penetrating radar

Medical imaging

Electromagnetic testing
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Ultra-wideband antennas



Part 2

Ultra Wideband Antennas



Wide Band and Ultra Wide Band

• A “wideband” signal in communications is stated to be 

when the signal bandwidth exceeds the coherence 

bandwidth of the channel

• FFC/IT definition: Ultra wideband communications is the 

lesser of the 20% of the bandwidth or 500MHz

• Wideband radars are quoted with signal bandwidths in the 

region of 500MHz to 1GHz

• In this talk we will consider wideband antennas as more 

than one octave of RF frequency bandwidth



Performance?

• VSWR

– Relates to how well the antenna is matched to a given impedance- that is related to the 

portion of power applied to the antenna and to the power reflected back to the source

• Efficiency

– Relates to the power that actually radiated to the applied input power

• Gain

– Related to the power radiated but also to the concentration of power in the radiation 

power

• Radiation Pattern Effects

– Beamwidth changes with frequency

– Sidelobes and grating lobes 

– Cross Polarization

– Phase centre stability

– Etc

• The interpretation of “wideband” is system dependant



Wideband Antenna Concepts

• Most antennas such as dipoles, horns..etc are designed to 

operate at resonant frequency

• One very common approach to broadband performance is 

to broaden the frequency region over which the imaginary 

part of the input impedance is close to zero

– This leads, for example, to many different types of printed antennas 

in the literature to various conical wire structures

• In essence these techniques results in broadband 

impedance but often at a cost of unstable radiation pattern 

or low efficiency at the band edges



Frequency Independent Antennas

• Impedance only considerations: Complimentary Antennas

– Flat sheet antenna (radiating both sides)

– Symmetrically balanced shapes but one compliments the other but 

replaces air with metal and metal with air



• These structure will always 

have a real input impedance 

of 190 ohms



But what about TRUE frequency 

independence?

• If you can define a structure without the use of linear 

dimensions, then you have removed frequency 

dependence.



Equiangular Spiral Antenna



• Structures nominally 

independent of linear 

dimensions

• Structures that scale with 

frequency

• Widening bandwidth of 

essentially narrow band 

structures 



Aperture Array Antennas

FLOTT: (a)(d)

BECA: (b)(e)

ORA: (c)(f)



Normal radiation Anomaly

Vivaldi Antennas



Input Impedance of Vivaldi
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The Dipole Array with a Ground Plane

fL

fL
fH

fH

fL

fH

f0f0

Dipole 

Array (ZA)

Ground Plane (ZG)

Parallel 

Combination

(ZA || ZG)

Credit: John F. McCann

The Ohio State University



The mutual coupled dipole 

array with dielectric layers

The tip 
capacitance 
together with 
additional 
dielectric layers 
yield a broader 
impedance 
matching over a 
wide scan angle

B. Munk, Finite Antenna Arrays and FSS. Wiley, 2003.



Three candidate Aperture Array 

Antenna designs 

BECAFLOTT ORA

16×16 finite arrays, 300MHz-1GHz 



Cross polarisation in the intercardinal plane at 1 GHz, 

centre element measurement in the finite array
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Sub-summary

Tapered slot antenna shows a higher cross 
polarisation in the inter-cardinal plane (45o-plane)

A long tapered slotline is needed to produce a 
broad frequency bandwidth, as a result, the 
radiation pattern can be narrow at the high end of 
frequency band

The recently developed ORA by using a planar 
structure exhibits a broad radiation pattern and a 
smooth cross polarisation performance over the 
scan volume



 The ORA array concept

 The feeding methods of ORA

 The ORA finite array analysis



Octagonal Rings Unit Cell



Crossed Ring Antenna Design



Planar structure – copper rings

The rings are attached to the surface of the expanded 
polystyrene foam (EPS) with a defined separation between 
two layers and the groundplane



Unit Cell Impedance Info



The principle ORA model

Element spacing 112mm
Half lambda at 1421MHz- 105mm
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Broadside
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 E-plane
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Active 

radiators



Surface current on solid radiators

700MHz 1000MHz

The fields at the centre of the radiators is low



Surface current on the conducting sheets for a single 

element excitation

400MHz 900MHz 1400MHz



The infinite ORA array with solid octagons
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Broadside

27
o
 Diagonal plane

36
o
 Diagonal plane

45
o
 Diagonal plane
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Broadside

45
o
 E-plane

45
o
 H-plane

The infinite ORA array with 125mm element 

separation 

450MHz-1350MHz, maximum 45o scan angle



The feeding methods for ORA 



Dual polarised active layer section



Dual polarised elements coupled 

together



Integrated LNAs with antenna 

elements



LNAs for dual polarisations in one board

(Developed by Nancay) 



Measured Mixed-Mode S-parameters

 Mixed-Mode S-Parameter is derived from the Single-Ended S-
Parameter measurement of 4 port device

1

2

3

4

Input Reflection Sdd11 Gain Sdd21

Logical port 1 Logical port 2 

Sdd
21

Sdd
11



Simulated Noise Temperature of ORA 

with the integrated LNA

 Simulation shows the low noise temperature performance of ORA with 
the integrated LNA

 Experimental models are currently under construction
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The Active Sub-array
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The mutual coupling for the centre 

element
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Broadside scan with 5x5 active 

elements, Co-Pol and X-pol Patterns

400MHz 900MHz

1100MHz



The 1 m2 ORA prototype facts

 10x10 elements(1.25m x 1.25m)

 Dual-polarised for each element

 Frequency 400MHz to 1450MHz

 Element separation: 125mm

 Low profile (array thickness 

<10cm)

 64 (8x8) central elements 

excited (within the red box)

 36 edge elements

terminated with the matched

load

 128 LNAs integrated (64 for each 

polarisation)

85



Co-Po/X-Po Azimuth Pattern for different 

polarisation

1200MHz

1600MHz



Active ORA Array Measurements



Lineality Test at JBO



Lineality Test at JBO



Measured Reflection Coefficients of the active array 

elements – The Square Grid Array

Pol 1

Pol 2



Preliminary results- Amplitude and Phase 

Response



Gain measurement and comparison
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Simulated Gain 1x1 ORA without LNA

Simulated Gain 4x4 ORA without LNA

Simulated Gain 8x8 ORA without LNA

Measured Gain 4x4 with LNA

Simulated Gain 4x4 ORA + Measured Gain of LNA



The Noise Temperature Measurement



Lab Tutorials/Demonstrations

• Wednesday 25th Feb 2017

• Wednesday 25th Feb 2017

• Wednesday 25th Feb 2017


